FACIALS

SOFT AS SUNSET
Cleansing, exfoliation, treatment mask, facial massage & face & body mask, 60 min

OASIS
Lavish facial completely regenerating the skin, includes cleansing, exfoliation, mask & massage, 60 min

FACIAL WITH MASQUE
Deep cleansing, exfoliation, mask & massage, 60 min

DEEP HYDRAFACIAL
Revitalizing facial that cleans, exfoliates, nourishes & hydrates your skin, 60 min

VITAL FACIAL
In 10 minutes you will feel the difference, 30 min

MAÇARILLO LOW FACIAL
Cleansing, exfoliation, treatment mask, facial massage & face & body mask, 45 min

PEPTIDE FIRMING FACIAL
A exclusive treatment for skin tightening, 60 min

PEPTIDE WRINKLE FACIAL
Anti-wrinkle treatment in which the skin is treated to improve the appearance of wrinkles, 60 min

INNOVATE?
To keep skin firm, healthy, wearing only the top, improve elasticity & reduce fine lines, 10 min

SKIN SMOOTHING FACIAL
A facial that uses a roller to stimulate facial skin, reduces wrinkles & fine lines, 50 min

MASSAGES

BAMBOO MASSAGE
A massage technique that combines bamboo sticks, bamboo charcoal, bamboo-and herbs with a gentle massage to help you relax, 60 min

HOT STONES MASSAGE
A massage technique that uses hot stones, a stone to help you experience a hot stone massage, 60 min

THAI MASSAGE
A massage technique that uses the body and arms to perform a massage, 60 min

PAPAYA FACIL
A massage technique that uses papaya extract to help you relax, 30 min

SWISS MASSAGE (A FAVORITE)
Switzerland’s favorite massage technique, 60 min

AROMAFLEX MASSAGE
A massage technique that uses aromatherapy to help you relax, 60 min

LYMPHATIC DRAINAGE MASSAGE
A massage technique that uses lymphatic drainage to help you relax, 60 min

PRENATAL MASSAGE
A massage technique that uses prenatal massage to help you relax, 60 min

SPORTS MASSAGE
A massage technique that uses sports massage to help you relax, 60 min

DEEP TISSUE MASSAGE
A massage technique that uses deep tissue massage to help you relax, 60 min

LOMI LOMI MASSAGE
A massage technique that uses lomi lomi massage to help you relax, 60 min

SHIATSU MASSAGE
A massage technique that uses shiatsu massage to help you relax, 60 min

CARNABAY MASSAGE
A massage technique that uses caribbean massage to help you relax, 60 min

HEAT & WATER MASSAGE
A massage technique that uses heat and water massage to help you relax, 60 min

BODY WRAPS

DEEP MUSCLE WRAP
A muscle treatment that uses deep muscle wrap to help you relax, 60 min

SEARED
A muscle treatment that uses seared muscle wrap to help you relax, 60 min

Anti-cellulite
A muscle treatment that uses anti-cellulite ingredients to help you lose weight, 60 min

Hello, Love
A muscle treatment that uses love ingredients to help you relax, 60 min

Peach & Fig
A muscle treatment that uses peach and fig ingredients to help you relax, 60 min

All I Need
A muscle treatment that uses all I need ingredients to help you relax, 60 min

Glycol Ref.
A muscle treatment that uses glycol ref. ingredients to help you relax, 60 min

ENDURE YOUR EXPERIENCE

2 FACIAL UPGRADE
For facial, book 2 facials, get 2 facials, save 20% on the 2nd facial

Kneipp’s
A facial that uses Kneipp’s ingredients to help you relax, 60 min

NEW TREATMENTS

PACKETS
A pack of 4 packets that contains packets to help you relax, 60 min

PRES PRIX
80% price reduction for the new treatment, 60 min